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Abstract. research of enterprise's cooperative decision-making is an important part of the theory of 
enterprise strategic management. Enterprise's cooperative decision-making can be further perfected 
and enrich the contents of the theory of enterprise strategic management. In this paper, the dynamic 
model of enterprise strategic decision making is established by using evolutionary game theory. The 
key factors affecting the alliance are analyzed. The relationship between the key factors and the 
relationship between the key factors and the alliance enterprise are analyzed. 

Introduction 
The external factors that influence the stability of the alliance are the interaction between the 

alliance and the external environment. The change of enterprise's competitive position is influenced 
by the change of environment. The non symmetric symbiosis is a dynamic environment in which the 
external environment is the basis of the alliance movement. The stability of the symbiotic Alliance 
under consideration must be considered [1]. Such as natural environment, political environment, 
economic environment, market environment and other changes will cause the effective operation of 
the alliance cooperation, resulting in a reduction of the overall revenue of the alliance, even cause the 
collapse of the alliance, as shown in figure.1 [2]. 
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Figure.1   The framework of this research 

Based on the premise of limited rationality, the key factors affecting the symbiotic alliance are 
obtained, and the equilibrium and stability of the evolutionary game model are analyzed. 

Basic theory of Enterprise Alliance Cooperative Game 
With the classical game theory and ecological theory, the theory of negative traditional game 

theory, which is based on the limited rational people's point of view, is to overcome the difficulties of 
rational hypothesis and multiple equilibrium in new classical economics and the theory of limited 
rationality [3]. The dynamic representation of the dynamic differential equation of the dynamic 
differential equation of the dynamic differential equation of the dynamic differential equation, which 
is used in the individual or population, is used for reference: 

( )y
dx x
dt

µ µ= −                                                                                  (1) 
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In the formula: x is the ratio of the type of trust type, yµ  is the expected return of the agreement 
strategy, µ  is the mean of all game parties, dx/dt is the ratio of the type of trust type with time [4]. 
Dynamic differential equation is proportional to the ratio of the game to the type of trust type, and it is 
proportional to the expected profit of the type of game and the average profit of the game. The 
external environment, the limitations of their own conditions, and the complexity of the decision 
making problems themselves make it difficult to achieve complete rationality. On the basis of this, 
the alliance's choice strategy is adjusted by time, and the pursuit of dynamic equilibrium and stability, 
as shown in figure.2. 
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Figure.2 Model of enterprise cooperation factors under asymmetric alliance  

In terms of cooperation between the partners, the high degree of trust in the cooperation of the 
company, as the two of the costs of the partnership are low; the cost of the cooperation is low; the cost 
of cooperation is low; the cost is low; that would have a huge impact on the stability of the alliance. 

Decision making model of alliance enterprise 
According to the method proposed by Friedman, evolution and the stability of the equilibrium 

point of the system by the system Jacobian matrix of local stability analysis, based on the evolution 
game theory and meet the det J>0, trJ<0 equilibrium point, for the stability and evolution of the 
system. In the 5 local equilibrium points, only B (0, 0) and D (1, 1) are stable, and are the two 
strategies, which correspond to the 3 strategies of large enterprises and small enterprises (non 
cooperative and non cooperative) [5]. In this evolutionary game, the analysis of the AOC region near 
the line, the alliance enterprise in the choice of cooperation or non cooperation, if one side by the 
outside opportunistic behavior, will lead to enterprise more inclined to get short-term high interests 
through cooperation, the alliance cooperation to regional p=0, will eventually lead to (not 
cooperative, non cooperative) direction namely q=0, ABCO convergence, reaching the evolutionary 
stability strategy, then the game can not continue to cooperate with the A position group, the game is 
not cooperative strategy, game B position group to take a non cooperative strategy. 

There is a close relationship between the change of the stability of the alliance and the trust 
between enterprises themselves. Under the condition that the coalition environment, such as social 
environment, political environment, and other factors, we focus on discussing the influence of the 
distribution coefficient, reward and punishment coefficient, the change of the coefficient of 
conversion coefficient and trust coefficient on the stability and the stability of the alliance [6]. The 
distribution coefficient is the share of large enterprises in the alliance [7]. The small and medium 
enterprises in the alliance process are prone to opportunistic behavior; the fundamental reason is the 
unreasonable distribution of interests and the lack of trust between the two sides. 
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In view of the huge differences between different enterprises in the enterprise culture, strategic 
objectives, the enterprise to build the alliance cooperation must be fully prepared, must be fair and 
reasonable distribution of profits between enterprises, through multi-channel communication to 
establish long-term mutual trust and mutual relations, so as to facilitate the development of long-term 
cooperation between the two sides [8, 9]. So it is necessary to establish a reasonable profit and loss 
distribution mechanism for the stability of the alliance [10]. The external macro environment is 
mainly reflected in the policy of discrimination and financing difficulties, the problem is that the 
problem is that small and medium enterprises in the process of cooperation in the cost of default, the 
proportion of total assets, the proportion of indirect costs is relatively large. 
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                                                           (3) 

The more perfect the external macro environment, the higher the operation cost of small and 
medium enterprises, the burden of enterprises, and the development of small and medium-sized 
enterprises. If the small and medium-sized enterprise cooperate, the government and the intermediary 
organization can support them in financing, and promote the development of small and medium-sized 
enterprises, as shown in figure.3. 
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Figure.3 Evolution Evolutionary Game Party 

If the long-term development of enterprises to consider the impact of factors, both sides are based 
on trust and cooperation in the long-term interests of the problem, the alliance cooperation to regional 
ADCO, will eventually lead to (cooperation, cooperation) direction namely p=1, q=1 convergence, 
reaching the evolutionary stability strategy [11]. That is, the A position of the game parties to take the 
cooperative strategy, the game side B position groups to take a cooperative strategy, the form of 
asymmetric alliance will continue to develop the long-term stability of the alliance. Therefore, 
rewards and punishment coefficient more reward and punishment, can promote the sound 
development of the stability of strategic alliance, to the small and medium-sized enterprise 
development positive role is very big. 

Conclusion 
Firstly, based on the assumption of the above, the paper builds a decision game model, then uses 

the evolutionary game theory to analyze its equilibrium and stability, and discusses the factors that 
affect the stability of the alliance. Then, the paper analyzes the impact of the factors on the enterprise 
and the impact on the two aspects. Through the simulation analysis, the change of the internal factors 
of the enterprise and the evolution of the cooperative path of the large enterprises are studied, and the 
main influencing factors of the evolution path of the enterprise in the symbiotic state are obtained. 
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